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Abstract—To improve the cornering performance of the ve-
hicle, the two-motor-torque difference amplification-torque vec-
toring differential (TDA-TVD) has been proposed for the two-
input- two-output motor drive system, since it enables to increase
the maximum torque difference between left and right wheels.
However, this mechanism has problems of torque coupling and
vibration in left and right drive shafts. In the previous research
conducted by the authors, the TDA-TVD model analysis and
drive shaft vibration suppression control methods are provided,
but only feedforward control is considered. In this paper, a drive
shaft vibration suppression controller is designed with frequency
domain analysis of the model. The proposed controller consists
of a feedforward controller using the inverse model of TDA-
TVD, and a feedback controller using the rotation speed of the
motor. The experimental evaluation of the proposed controller is
performed using a real vehicle with the TDA-TVD system.

Index Terms—Electric vehicle, motor drive system, two-input-
two-output system, torque vectoring differential, vibration sup-
pression control, anti-jerk control, frequency domain feedback
control design

I. Introduction

Due to the effects of global warming, the regulations on
gasoline and diesel vehicles have been tighten. The research
on electric vehicles has become increasingly important because
they do not emit greenhouse gas while driving. In addition,
there are three other important characteristics of electric ve-
hicles: 1) each wheel can be controlled independently by the
distributed arrangement of driving motors; 2) motor torque can
be estimated by the current of motors; and 3) torque response
of motors is about 100 times faster than internal combustion
engines. By utilizing these characteristics, advanced motion
control of the electric vehicle becomes possible [1], [2].

To improve the cornering performance of the vehicle, dis-
tributed arrangement of driving motors has been studied [3].
Fig. 1 shows the distributed arrangement of the rear driving
system. It is thought in-wheel motor deteriorates the ride
comfort due to the increase in unsprung weight. However, the
vertical vibration of the vehicle can be suppressed by using
the reaction force of the suspension and motor torque [4],
[5]. The driving system with on-board motor has torsional
resonance in low frequency band due to the elasticity of the
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Fig. 1. Distributed arrangement of the rear driving system.

drive shaft. Different from gasoline and diesel vehicles, electric
vehicles can suppress this vibration by shaping the motor
torque command actively [6]–[10].

However, this problem becomes more complicated in
the two-motor-torque difference amplification-torque vectoring
differential (TDA-TVD). The TDA-TVD has been proposed
for two-input-two-output motor drive system, because it can
increase the maximum torque difference between left and
right wheels, but there is torque coupling between left and
right drive shafts. In the previous research conducted by the
authors, the TDA-TVD model is analyzed in the time domain
and the drive shaft vibration is suppressed by a feedforward
controller with a decoupling compensator. However, the drive
shaft torque possibly vibrates while the vehicle is turning,
because the controller does not consider the cornering model
in load side [11]. Another previous research of the authors
provides a frequency domain analysis and a feedforward
vibration suppression controller with the inverse model of
TDA-TVD. The controller considers the cornering model, but
does not consider the vibration caused by modeling error
and disturbance [12]. In this paper, a drive shaft vibration
suppression controller is designed with the frequency domain
analysis of the model. The proposed controller consists of
a feedforward controller using the inverse model of TDA-
TVD, and a feedback controller using the rotation speed of the
motor. The effectiveness of drive shaft vibration suppression
controller is evaluated by an acceleration experiment using a
real vehicle with the TDA-TVD system.



Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of TDA-TVD [13]. TDA-TVD has a mechanical
coupling between left and right drive shafts through planetary gears.

Fig. 3. Velocity diagram of TDA-TVD [13]. The relationship of torque and
rotation speed in left and right sides can be visually represented.

II. Dynamic model of TDA-TVD

A. Normal mode

Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of TDA-TVD [13]. Fig.
3 shows the velocity diagram of TDA-TVD [13]. Where TM is
motor torque, ωM is motor rotation speed, JM is motor inertia,
DM is motor damping factor, ωg is reduction gear rotation
speed (ωg = ωM/Ng), Tg is reduction gear torque (Tg = TMNg),
Ng is first reduction gear ratio, b1, b2 are second reduction gear
ratio, ωds is drive shaft rotation speed, Tds is drive shaft torque,
Ks is drive shaft stiffness, Ds is drive shaft damping factor,
ωL is wheel rotation speed, Jw is wheel inertia, DL is wheel
damping factor, TL is load torque, subscript R and L are right
and left sides.

JL is assumed as the nominal inertia of the wheel at the
nominal slip ratio λn. The nonlinear dynamic load model can
be linearized as the following equations [9], [14].

JL = Jw +
Mr2

2
(1 − λn), (1)

ωL =
1

JLs + DL
Tds, (2)

where M is vehicle mass, r is wheel radius. λn = 0 and the
vehicle is driven by two rear wheels in this paper.

The linear model block diagram of TDA-TVD is shown in
Fig. 4. The transfer function from TM to ωM is expressed as
the following equation.

ωM =

[
E + PM N−1

g

(
BT
)−1 (

P−1
DS + PL

)−1
B−1 N−1

g

]−1
PMTM

=

[
ωRM/TRM ωRM/TLM
ωLM/TRM ωLM/TLM

]
TM ,

(3)

Fig. 4. Block diagram of TDA-TVD.

Fig. 5. Frequency response of ωLM
TLM

. The controller design becomes difficult,
because there are two resonances at 2 Hz and 6 Hz in this coupling model.

where E =
[
1 0
0 1

]
, B =

[
1 + b2 −b2
−b1 1 + b1

]
,

ωM =

[
ωRM

ωLM

]
, PM =

[
1/(JRM s + DRM) 0

0 1/(JLM s + DLM)

]
,

Ng =
[
NRg 0
0 NLg

]
, PDS =

[
KRs/s + DRs 0

0 KLs/s + DLs

]
,

TM =

[
TRM

TLM

]
, PL =

[
1/(JRLs + DRL) 0

0 1/(JLLs + DLL)

]
.

Fig. 5 shows the frequency response of ωLM
TLM

. The blue line
of experimental data is obtained by the excitation using chirp
signal chirp signals to motor torque command of TDA-TVD.
The load side is reproduced with left and right independent
dynamo bench by simulating the translation motion of the
vehicle. The load inertia of the wheel corresponded to λn = 0
in equation (1). The controller has the risk of instability,
because there are two resonances at 2 Hz and 6 Hz in this
coupling model. The red line shows the result of model fitting
by estimating the parameters in equation (3). There are some
parameters fixed to the experimental parameters shown in TA-
BLE I. The frequency response above 2 Hz is tuned to match
the experimental data. Meanwhile, the frequency response
below 2 Hz is different from experimental data because the
relationship of left and right wheel when translation motion is
not considered in this model.



TABLE I
Experimental parameters.

Parameter Value
Vehicle mass M 2173 kg

Effective wheel radius r 0.338 m
Nominal slip ratio λn 0

Wheel inertia Jω 1.813 kg m2

Motor inertia JM 0.018 kg m2

First reduction gear ratio Ng 10.8
Second reduction gear ratio b1 and b2 0.892, 0.895

Fig. 6. Block diagram of summation mode.

B. Summation and differential modes

According to the previous research [12], the model of TDA-
TVD is decoupled through summation and differential modes.
The summation mode is translation motion of the vehicle,
and in-phase torque is input to the left and right motors. The
differential mode is yaw motion of the vehicle, and the reverse
phase torque is input to the left and right motors. It is assumed
that b1 = b2 = b, and all the parameters of left and right sides
are the same. By performing the coordinate transformation
of equations (4) and (5), the torque and rotation relationship
between left and right sides become equation (6) in summation
mode.

[
TsumM Tsumds

Tdi f M Tdi f ds

]
=

1
2

[
1 1
1 −1

] [
TRM TRds

TLM TLds

]
, (4)[

ωsumM ωsumL

ωdi f M ωdi f L

]
=

1
2

[
1 1
1 −1

] [
ωRM ωRL

ωLM ωLL

]
, (5)[

TRg ωRds

TLg ωLds

]
=

[
1 0
0 1

] [
TRds ωRm

TLds ωLm

]
. (6)

Where the subscript sum and di f represent the summation
and differential modes. Equation (6) means that the model of
TDA-TVD is decoupled. The model of TDA-TVD becomes
to the block diagram of summation mode shown in Fig. 6
using the linearization method in equation (1) and (2). In this
paper, the controller is designed based on summation mode.
By decoupling the model of TDA-TVD, the transfer function
of Tsumds

TsumM
and ωsumM

TsumM
are expressed as follows.

Fig. 7. Frequency response of ωsumM
TsumM

. There are a resonance and an anti-
resonance in this model.

Tsumds =
Ng[JLDs s2 + (JLKs + DsDL)s + KsDL]

a3 s3 + a2 s2 + a1 s + a0
TsumM

= PsumS n(s)TsumM ,

(7)

ωsumM =
N2
g [JL s2 + (DL + Ds)s + Ks]

a3 s3 + a2 s2 + a1 s + a0
TsumM

= PsumMn(s)TsumM ,

(8)

Where a3 to a0 in the transfer function are given by the
following equations.



a3 = N2
g JL JM

a2 = N2
g (JM DL + JM Ds + JLDM) + JLDs

a1 = N2
g (JM Ks + DLDM + DsDM) + JLKs + DLDs

a0 = N2
gKsDM + DLKs.

(9)

Fig. 7 shows the frequency response of ωsumM
TsumM

. The blue
line of experimental data is obtained by the same method of
normal mode. The frequency response of ωsumM

TsumM
has a resonance

at 6 Hz and an anti-resonance at 0.6 Hz. The red line shows
the result of model fitting by estimating the parameters in
equation (8). The mass line and resonance frequency are same
with the experimental data, but the anti-resonance frequency
is different from experimental data because there are some
stiffness and damping factors not considered in the plant
model. It is estimated that the reason of phase delay above
10 Hz could be communication delay and the rate limit of
motor torque command.

III. Design of vibration suppression controller for
TDA-TVD

The block diagram of the drive shaft vibration suppression
controller is shown in Fig. 8. The controller consists of a
feedforward controller using the summation inverse model
from motor torque to drive shaft torque, and a feedback
controller using the drive shaft rotation speed.

A. Feedforward controller
The feedforward controller CsumFF suppresses drive shaft

vibration with the inverse model from TsumM to Tsumds as the
following equations [11], [12].



Fig. 8. Block diagram of the drive shaft vibration suppression controller. The controller consists of a feedforward controller using the summation inverse
model from motor torque to drive shaft torque, and a feedback controller using the drive shaft rotation speed.

(a) P control. (b) P control with band-pass filter. (c) PD control with band-pass filter.

Fig. 9. Nyquist plots of controller design procedure. P control has the high magnitude below 2 Hz. P control with band-pass filter has phase delay above
10 Hz. PD control with band-pass filter decreases the magnitude below 2 Hz and compensates the phase above 10 Hz.

CsumFF (s) = Gsum(s)P−1
sumS n(s)

=
a3 s3 + a2 s2 + a1 s + a0

Ng[JLDs s2 + (JLKs + DsDL)s + KsDL](τsum s + 1)
,

(10)

Gsum(s) =
1

(τsum s + 1)
, (11)

where Gsum(s) is the transfer function that shows the charac-
teristics after nominalization. If there are no modeling errors
or disturbances, Tsumds = Gsum(s)T ∗sumds.

B. Feedback controller

The feedback controller uses drive shaft rotation speed
which is calculated as the following equation.

ωsumds =
ωsumM

Ng
. (12)

The command value of drive shaft rotation speed is given
through the nominal model of PsumMn(s).

ω∗sumds =
PsumMn(s)

Ng
T ∗sum f f

=
Ng[JL s2 + (DL + Ds)s + Ks]

a3 s3 + a2 s2 + a1 s + a0
T ∗sum f f .

(13)

H(s) is a band-pass filter consists of a low-pass filter and a
high-pass filter shown in the following equation.

H(s) =
1

1
2π fL

s + 1
·

1
2π fH

s
1

2π fH
s + 1

, (14)

where fL is the low-pass frequency, fH is the high-pass
frequency.

The feedback controller is designed with the Nyquist plot
shown in Fig. 9. The sensitivity function is an important index
for the disturbance suppression characteristics, which is the
reciprocal number of the distance between the Nyquist plots
and the (−1, 0j) point. If the distance is greater than 1, the
disturbance will be suppressed. On the other hand, if it is
less than 1, the disturbance will be amplified. To suppress
the disturbance, the controller should be designed so that the
Nyquist plots is in the direction away from the (−1, 0j) point.
As shown in Fig. 9(a), the proportional (P) control without
filter has a high magnitude below 2 Hz, which will suppress
the slip ratio to nominal slip ratio λn = 0. However, the slip
ratio suppressing control is not considered in this controller,
and it will affect the acceleration performance. Compared with
the P control, the P control with band-pass filter H(s) in
Fig. 9(b) has a low magnitude below 2 Hz and above 10 Hz. It
can suppress the torsional resonance of the drive shaft due to
disturbance without any influence on the feedforward control
in other frequency bands. On the contrary, the P control with
band-pass filter makes the phase delay above 10 Hz becomes
severe. To improve this problem, a derivative (D) controller
is added to make Nyquist plot away from the (−1, 0j) point
by tuning the control parameters of kp and kd as shown in
Fig. 9(c).

IV. Experiments of vibration suppression controller for
TDA-TVD

In this section, the effect of the drive shaft vibration
suppression controller will be confirmed by a half-throttle
acceleration experiment on a straight dry path with different
control parameters.



Fig. 10. Experimental vehicle equipped with TDA-TVD. TDA-TVD drives
rear wheels using two electric motors.

Fig. 11. Experimental vehicle control system.

A. Experimental vehicle

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the experimental vehicle equipped
with TDA-TVD unit and the control system. TDA-TVD drives
rear wheels using two electric motors. The driving control
unit uses MicroAutoBox (MAB) to output drive shaft torque
command which is determined by accelerator opening degree
and vehicle speed. MAB communicates with Motor Control
Unit (MCU) by Controller Area Network (CAN) in a cycle of
10 ms. The proposed controller is implemented on the MCU
and calculates the torque command in a cycle of 1 ms. The
parameters of experimental vehicle are shown in TABLE I.

B. Experimental conditions

The experimental validation is conducted on a straight dry
path, and the steering angle is held at 0 degree by a driver in
the whole experiment. The experimental vehicle accelerates
from about 20 km/h which is operated by driver using accel-
erator. The feedforward controller CsumFF is implemented with
the experimental parameters and τsum = 1/(2π × fsum), where
fsum = 10 Hz.

C. Experimental results

Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the results of experimental
validation with different control parameters. Where the blue
line is the drive shaft torque command, the green line is the
motor torque command (converted to shaft side), the red line
is the measured drive shaft torque. As shown in Fig. 15 (a),
the drive shaft torque vibrates at 6 Hz without control (Motor
torque command T ∗sumM = T ∗sumds/Ng) when the vehicle ac-
celerates or decelerates suddenly. It is caused by the torsional
resonance of drive shaft. For suppressing the vibration of drive
shaft, the proposed controller is implemented in the MCU of
experimental vehicle. At first, the parameter of kp is tuned
from 0.2 to 8 with kd = 0 and a band-pass filter of 4 Hz to
8 Hz. The accelerator opening degree is about 25% in this
condition. As shown in Fig. 14, the vibration of drive shaft is
suppressed when accelerating. The accelerating performances

(a) Nyquist plots. (b) Sensitivity function.

Fig. 12. Nyquist plots and sensitivity function with different kp. The effect of
disturbance in 6 Hz becomes smaller when the value of kp becomes bigger.

(a) Nyquist plots. (b) Sensitivity function.

Fig. 13. Nyquist plots and sensitivity function of controller with different
kp, kd . The effect of disturbance in 6 Hz is smaller when kp = 0.23, kd = 15.
but it is bigger in 3 Hz.

with different kp are almost the same because modeling error
of feedforward controller is small when accelerating on the
dry road surface. Nevertheless, the decelerating performance
is different when kp changes, especially the torsional resonance
of drive shaft torque occurred when kp = 0.2. By increasing
the value of kp, the vibration of drive shaft torque and became
smaller. It is because the sensitivity function of 6 Hz becomes
smaller, which can be confirmed by the distance between the
Nyquist plots of 6 Hz and the (−1, 0j) point in Fig. 12.

As mentioned in the previous section, there is phase delay
above 10 Hz in P control with band-pass filter, which will
affect the disturbance suppression characteristics in this fre-
quency band. The D controller is added to compensate the
phase and the band-pass filter is changed to 5 Hz to 7 Hz. The
accelerator opening degree is about 20% in this condition.
As shown in Fig. 15 (c), There is no influence on accelerating
performance when adding the D controller. However, the drive
shaft torque vibrates in about 3 Hz to 4 Hz when kp changes
to 15 with kd = 0.23. It is because the effect of modeling
error and disturbance became bigger in this frequency band
according to the sensitivity function, which can be confirmed
in Fig. 13. For decreasing the influence of modeling error and
disturbance in this frequency band, the parameters of controller
are changed to kd = 0.07, kp = 5. Comparing the experimental
results in Fig. 15 (b) and (a), the vibration of drive shaft is
suppressed successfully in both accelerating and decelerating
conditions.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, a drive shaft vibration suppression controller
is designed with frequency domain analysis of the TDA-TVD
model. The proposed controller consists of a feedforward
controller using the summation inverse model of TDA-TVD,
and a feedback controller using the rotation speed of motor.



(a) kd = 0, kp = 0.2 (b) kd = 0, kp = 4 (c) kd = 0, kp = 8

Fig. 14. Experimental results of drive shaft torque with different kp. The acceleration performance are almost the same because modeling error of feedforward
controller is small. However, the decelerating performance are different because the effect of modeling error and disturbance in 6 Hz becomes smaller when
the value of kp becomes lager.

(a) w/o control (b) kd = 0.07, kp = 5 (c) kd = 0.23, kp = 15

Fig. 15. Experimental results of drive shaft torque with different kd , kp. Compared with experimental result without control, the vibration of drive shaft
with control is suppressed successfully in both accelerating and decelerating conditions. The vibration of drive shaft becomes bigger when decelerating with
kd = 0.23, kp = 15 because the magnitude of sensitivity function in 3 Hz becomes big.

To suppress the vibration caused by disturbance and modeling
error, the control parameters of kp and kd are tuned to make
the Nyquist plot away from the (−1, 0j) point. According
to the experimental evaluation result of the proposed con-
troller, an improved vibration suppression effect is obtained
on both acceleration and deceleration conditions. However,
the controller can only be used in translation motion with
summation mode. For yaw motion control, the controller based
on differential mode should be designed and experimented in
in future research.
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